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Figure 1. Thomas Young was 
the first person to use the word 
“energy” in a scientific context. 

You might think you know a lot about energy.  After-all, you talk about energy in school, 
at home, and it is increasingly topical in the news and media.  You use energy each and 
every day, and your body converts energy from one for another continuously while you 
are alive.  Given that you obviously have an interest in exercise, sport or athletics, you 
are also aware of the energy needs of muscle contraction.  Based on all of this, you 
should appreciate the need to study energy as a prerequisite for more advanced study 
of human physiology. 

 
Before we can learn about bioenergetics, it is first 
important to understand energy.  Energy is derived 
from the Greek word “energos”, meaning “active, 
working”.   Energy is abbreviated “E”, and is best 
defined as the conserved property of objects and 
systems, and exists in many forms such as kinetic, 
potential, thermal, electrical, magnetic, chemical, 
nuclear, mass and entropy.  Thomas Young (Figure 1) 
was the first person to use the word “energy” in a 
scientific context way back in 1807.  Kinetic energy 
was defined in 1829, and potential energy was 
defined in 1853. 
 
Within the body, we know that chemical energy is 
released and used during chemical reactions.  During 
muscle contraction, chemical energy is transferred to 
mechanical energy and heat.  For sight, light energy 

is converted to chemical energy, which in turn is converted to electrical energy in the 
form of nerve action potentials.  Of course, the sun’s (Figure 2) solar energy for either 
of electrical or heat production is becoming more and more vital for our household, 
business and industrial energy needs, as well as the future of our planet.  Solar energy 
is transferred to chemical energy within the skin to form vitamin D, and is used by 
plants to generate chemical energy via the process of photosynthesis.  Chemical 
energy is the ultimate focus of this book, and many chemical reactions can rapidly 
release large amounts of energy, often with violent consequences. 
 
Energy transfer also occurs during change of state conditions.  This is best exemplified 
when sweat is evaporated from the skin during heat stress as a means of heat 
transfer to the environment, which in turn cools the body.  In this example of energy 
transfer, heat energy removed from the body (as well as some from the air depending 
on air temperature) is used to convert water (liquid) to water vapor (gas).  Video 4 
demonstrates this concept applied to boiling water. 
 
Now, let’s balance some of these energy transfer examples to more clearly reveal the 
forms of energy involved in the transfer.  These examples are presented in Equations 1 
and 2. 
 

entropyworkncontractiomuscleheatHPiADPOHATP 2     Equation 1 
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Figure 2. The sun, which is the 
source of solar energy for plant life, 
which in turn feeds animals and 
clearly sustains life on earth. 

 

entropyvaporwaterheatwaterheatwater            Equation 2 
 
The form of energy called entropy has 
tremendous importance to the study of chemical 
reactions and metabolism.  Entropy is defined as 
increased randomness or disorder, and was first 
theorized by Rudolf Clausis, a German physicist in 
the 1850’s.  The conservation of energy is on 
over-riding constant to all energy transfers, 
meaning that in any energy transfer, there is no 
change in the total energy of the system.  As you 
will soon read, entropy is a very important 
component of energy that helps us use the laws of 
thermodynamics to explain the direction of energy 
transfer. 
 

Glossary Words 
 
energy is the conserved property of objects and systems, and exists in many forms 
such as kinetic, potential, thermal, electrical, magnetic, chemical, nuclear, mass and 
entropy. 
 
kinetic energy is the energy of a moving object because of the motion. 
 
potential energy is the energy associated with an objects position or arrangement of 
parts. 
 
chemical energy is the energy contained within chemical bonds and influenced by 
bioenergetic conditions such as substrate and product concentrations, temperature and 
pH. 
 
chemical reactions involve the conversion of one or more molecules into one or more 
products, releasing energy in the forms of entropy and a change in any one or 
combination of free energy, light and heat. 
 
mechanical energy is the energy associated with the completion of work, implying 
force application over time. 
 
heat is the energy form causing an increase in temperature. 
 
light energy is electromagnetic radiation in the visual wavelength (400 to 700 nm). 
 
electrical energy is the energy associated with the attraction and repulsion between 
electrons and positrons. 
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solar energy is the energy transfer potential associated with the electromagnetic 
energy from the sun. 
 
vitamin D is a group of lipid soluble vitamins produced in the skin from cholesterol; the 
main form being vitamin D3 or cholecalciferol. 
 
photosynthesis is the chemical process in plants for the capture and use of solar 
energy as the source of free energy to drive anabolic (chemical synthesis) reactions. 
 
sweat is a diluted water substance secreted from sweat glands for evaporative cooling 
of the skin and body. 
 
evaporated is the past tense for the process of change of state where water is 
converted to water vapor gas. 
 
heat stress is the stress associated with bodily exposure to increased internal 
(metabolic origin) or external (environmental exposure) temperatures. 
 
heat transfer is the transfer of heat by radiation, convection or conduction. 
 
water vapor is the gas form of water. 
 
entropy is a component of energy that is unavailable for use to complete work, 
synonomous with increased disorder or disorganization. 
 
conservation of energy is a law of bioenergetics implying that energy is not lost in 
energy transfer, but simply changes forms while at the same time increasing the entropy 
of the system being studied. 

 


